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“Wait, what are these...oh,
they’re my legs.”
~Andy Korzeniewski

The Day the FAA
Let Me Down
By Nathan Miller ~ Daily Bull

The FAA let me down guys. I
was flying to Colorado for a
nice ski trip due to the lack of
snow everywhere else, and the
FAA lost my luggage. Seven
out of nine of our family ’s
bags, to be precise. We were
thoroughly disappointed, especially me, because how
am I supposed to impress
the sweet girls everywhere if I
wear the same pair of clothes
multiple days in a row? Denver,
Denmark, they’re almost the
same, so I can understand
why they might have been
confused. We eventually got
our bags back two days later,
but this experience highlighted
one key problem: The FAA
cares more about terrorism
than my bag.
Due to their obsession with
trying to prevent terrorism,
the FAA and all the airlines are
falling behind on the so-called
baggage satisfaction effect.
As more and more attention
is devoted to making us feel
safer by taking away our nail
...see FAA on back

The Prophet

By Nathan Miller ~ Daily Bull

“Oh, oh, people of the Earth,
I couldn’t believe my eyes the first time I
‘Listen to the warning,’ the prophet he saw him as we drove by. I was like, “Dude,
said,
it’s a Prophet!” It was too good to be true.
For soon the cold of night will fall,
How could a Prophet still be alive? BlasSummoned by your own hand!”
phemous. My sighting was confirmed the
next day, when on the very same spot he
Sure, Queen’s Prophet Song is great, but was prancing around, waving his cross and
how many people have actually seen or attempting to prophetize any unfortunate
been near a real Prophet?
passersby who stepped too
Prophet’s these days are
close. I had to document
the thing of stories and
my find. I prayed to the Flyvideo games. Thought
ing Spaghetti Monster that
to have been extinct for
the Prophet would still be
thousands of years, most
there the next day.
people had given up hope
of ever seeing a Prophet
Lo and behold, he was
again. That is, until I hapthere, this time majestically
pened to find one.
waving an American flag
around (or as majestic as
No, this isn’t a Photoa guy wearing linens and a
shopped image. This is
priest gown can) and stepa real-life Prophet, in the
stepping with his cross. We
flesh, strutting his stuff on
made a pass through the
his lonely street corner.
light and came around to
Little did everyone know,
get close enough for a good
the Prophets have been
shot. I popped down the
hiding in the hills of Colo- Would you touch this man? window and grabbed my
rado this whole time, coming
camera to take a picture, but
out every afternoon for a short time to he was already ready with a great pose. I
recharge their preaching powers. The fact took a few shots and then we were gone.
that only a handful of employees at a local Amazing. I couldn’t help but remember
ski shop knew of their existence shows his humming the entire time, even when
how well the Prophets had managed to he was smiling and posing.
cover up their existence.
...see The Prophet on back

It’s Miller Time!

Ad of the Week
By Nathan Miller ~ Daily Bull

...The Prophet from front It seems that the Prophets are still alive tough. I can’t even take a nap, because resolutions, I was busy doing other “I think that Nathan’s plans for world

After showing the pictures to my Dad,
we decided to strike the next day and
try to talk to him. We gathered as much
information as we could from the locals.
Turns out people call him Brother Nate,
and he’s been there for quite some
time. Rumor has it he’s rich, which is fairly
plausible considering he can spend his
whole afternoon dancing around being
absolutely unproductive. No one had
actually personally talked to him, and all
information was acquired ‘from a friend
of a friend,’ leading me to believe he
might be one of those town crazies that
everyone avoids.

and well, just hidden away out of the
public eye. I wish I could have spent
more time with this blessed hero, yet I
am glad I didn’t harm him so that he may
be able to propagate his people further.
Maybe far into the future if I return, I may
catch a glimpse of the Prophet again. I
look forward to the moment I might be
able to be the first to communicate with
these people for millennia.
...FAA from front

clippers and machetes, they completely
put off delivering our luggage. It’s like an
afterthought for them now. “Hmmm, do
we have time to load the plane with all
the luggage we’ve spent so much time
searching through?” they probably say
to themselves. “Nah, let’s leave it ‘til
next flight. Besides, we should probably double check Nathan Miller’s bag
again. A bomb might have grown in
there since last time we checked. You
never know.”

The day had come where we would
confront this elusive Prophet once and
for all. Coming back from skiing we
took a video (stop by my room and I
might show you the secret footage) of
him dancing around on our way back
to the condo. As soon as we arrived
we dumped our equipment and went
to drive back into town to talk to him,
but no! He was gone. Somehow within
ten minutes he had disappeared. I was Not only do they torture us with lost
luggage and full body searches, they
crushed.
go and take away our drinks and liquids.
What a joke. The terrorists they did catch
were going to make a Gatorade bomb
were in their house, not in security. As a
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result, millions of good, innocent people
Nic Leatherman
David Klemens
Mark Cruth
like myself have our drinks taken away for
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fear they may spontaneously explode.
David Olson
Think
Scott Nelson
Katie Becker, Mark Cruth, Mike Denomme, Aleksandar Dimitrijeski,
Last time I checked, a Nalgene full of
John Earnst, Joel Fox, Carrie Graul, Eric Greenwald, Alyse Heikkinen,
Gandhi Jagasia, Tim Jayne, Nick Jimenez, David Klemens, Ken Koers,
water wasn’t much of a threat. But still
Tim Kotula, Andrew Kulie, Nic Leatherman, Nicole Lopez, Daniel
Maher, Melissa S. Masucci, Eric McCormick, Andrew McInnes, Nathan
they persist. What you can do though
Miller, Nick Nelson, Scott Nelson, John Pastore, Chris Schanz, Ross
Schneider, Bryan Sebeck, Paul Smith, Robert Smith, Justin Tetreau,
is buy the jacked up priced drinks they
Jack Thorp, Brittany Verlench, Heather Vingsness, Shawna Welsh,
Sarah Woodburn, And the Cracker Jack guy!
sell past security. Any food or drink
past this point is considered ‘sterile,’
meaning you can’t get pregnant from it.
What a relief.
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I don’t want to miss my flight or end up
drooling all over the guy next to me on
the plane.
So after we finally made it out of the
airport, we got to our condo. Looked
like something out of the eighties, and
the mattresses felt like they had been
the host of thousands of couples over
the decades. They’d had better days,
but I was tired and it didn’t really matter. This got me wondering; with all the
mattress sales going on at every mattress
shop around our entire mattress nation,
it should be relatively cheap and easy
to get a new mattress now and then. I
always wonder how many people actually fall for these mattress sales that go on
every day of the year. I know if I did, I’d
probably have to run myself over. I don’t
even know how mattress shops stay in
business. How often do people actually replace their mattresses anyways?
As I saw in our condo, not very often.
I guess they probably stay in business
through the few people who think
they are going to get a good deal by
buying a mattress during a sale. I bet
mattresses only cost like 20 bucks, but
they sell them for hundreds of dollars.
Mattress sales are just a trick to get the
uneducated masses to go buy “quality
name-brand mattresses at blowout 50%
off prices!!”
So, in conclusion, mattress sales and
the FAA only exist to benefit from the
misfortune of others. Like two peas in
a pod, these two necessary evils will
continue hounding us for the rest of our
days, and quite possibly into the afterlife.
Fear for your life friends.

One Year Closer
to Victory

Unfortunately, none of these shops happen to sell energy drinks. On early flights
such as mine, an energy drink can mean
Advertising inquiries should be directed the difference between life and death.
By Nathan Miller ~ Daily Bull
We all know how hard it is to wake up at
to ads@dailybull.net
4 a.m. with three hours of sleep and try 2007 is here, and while many people
questions, comments & concerns
should bedirected to bull@mtu.edu. and stay up all day and not fall asleep. It’s were busy making their new year ’s

things. Busy planning phase three of domination are completely foolproof,”
my World Domination scheme.
claims Kurt Terhune, head officer at the
First United Midwest Mind Controllers
As many of you now know, it was re- Union of the Midwest. “I can’t think of
vealed just before break that I, Nathan anyone better suited for taking over the
Miller, was planning on taking over the planet. I wasn’t even told to say that, I
world. One of my own secret Bond thought of that all by myself!”
agents, Andrew Spina, managed to
break through my brainwashing and While it may come as a surprise to
caught on to what I was doing. I some, my schemes for becoming
trained him well. I’m glad he managed a world leader have been growing
to grab one of the few ‘Super Bond’ since I was a young child. I was never
positions I opened up. He’ll do good satisfied with all the divisions between
infiltrating the Australian government. nations, and decided that the globe
would be better off as one color
“When I first met Nathan, I knew he was instead of green, red, orange, yellow,
up to something,” said Natalie Helms, blue, and purple. Times were simpler
local Super Bond candidate. “I never back then, but I still think it would be
would have guessed he was a future pretty sweet for all the land to be the
world dominator until he came to me same color. You know, like Sherwin
asking if I’d like to help take down Williams tried to do.
Canada with him.”
Lastly, I’d just like to thank everyone
After the governments of the world for not taking seriously the dire conhave been thoroughly distracted by my sequences that will rain down upon
attractive Bond infiltrators, I will initiate you if you don’t at least give an effort
phase three. Although I’m not at the to be a Super Bond. Sure, I’ll probably
liberty of divulge any key secrets for reject you, but at least you’ll be on my
fear of being sent to Guantanamo, or list of people that would be good as
at the very least forced to give up my “Replacement Bureaucratizers” when I
the secret locations of my mind control clean house. The less of you knocking
facilities, I will divulge a few clues so as on my door means I have more time
to make propaganda, so get out there
to scare more people to my cause.
and distract me. Beats being a secondCoupled with the decapitation of the class snow grunt, right?
world powers and constant bombardment by my effective propaganda, I
believe the third step would logically
be to mind control everyone to do
my bidding. That way, those poor
souls who are unaffected by the first
two phases will have no choice but
submit to my power. In addition, any
fool who tries to resist will be easily
defeated by the millions of people
under my control. The mind control
technology has been stolen from the
inner walls of the Pentagon, where
everything the government has been
wasting tens of millions of dollars per
day on is hidden.

